We're changing our name. In January 2018, you’ll see the new journal name—Circulation: Genomic and Precision Medicine—on the journal’s website and in communication pieces from us. The current name—Circulation: Cardiovascular Genetics—has served the journal well since 2008 when it launched. The new title will reflect the growth in this discipline, as well as the scope of research published that extends beyond cardiovascular genetics.

We're publishing more often. Also in January, Circulation: Genomic and Precision Medicine will become a monthly journal instead of bimonthly. The online-only journal will continue to publish content as it’s ready.

We’ll have new features.
• Getting Personal: Omics of the Heart—A podcast series for busy physicians and scientists offering key highlights in each issue and beyond. Available free on iTunes and from the journal’s website. (Available now.)
• Explanatory videos and audio interviews with authors of all published original research papers. (Coming in January 2018.)